Western governments and militaries lack a basic vocabulary to articulate counterinsurgency strategy, process, and success to their publics. The domestic public is a strategic battleground in counterinsurgency, and Western governments must fight for support at home as well as abroad.

Insurgents wreak havoc not only to maintain control over indigenous populations but also to dislodge foreign forces by alienating international public support for those forces. Current counterinsurgency doctrine recognizes this; in fact, this was understood in the aftermath of the Vietnam War and outlined in the Weinberger Doctrine of 1984, which articulated strategic objectives “supported by the widest possible number of our citizens.” Although many scholars focus on the tactical and leadership failures that led to the loss of the Vietnam War, the collapse of political support in Congress after the public abandoned the war made a winning strategy impossible.3

Osama bin-Laden famously argued that the American and allied withdrawal from Lebanon and Somalia demonstrated that a collapse of public support follows U.S. casualties, proving that tactical setbacks can have strategic consequences.4 Indeed, the media often relate public opinion to major military events, and terrorists attempt to exploit their strategic effects.5

Political support for a conflict historically cannot survive if public support for it drops below 50 percent. When more than half the population opposed the war in Vietnam in 1967, public support for the conflict never recovered (Figure 1). Similarly, after 2007, support for the war in Iraq collapsed and never recovered despite the extraordinary success U.S. and Iraqi counterinsurgency forces...
achieved. Nevertheless, just as with Vietnam, public frustration with Iraq can have strategic consequences: it suggests an Iraq War fatigue that makes extended or emergency commitments elsewhere far less likely. Public opinion has not yet reached this point for Afghanistan, but the possibility of its doing so makes the subject of this article imminently critical (Figure 2).

Insurgencies are different from conventional warfare in part due to their lengthy duration. In the modern era, the average successful insurgency has lasted 12 to 15 years. By comparison, the Second World War lasted five years for Great Britain and four years for the United States, and the “shooting phase” of the Korean conflict lasted only three years. More recently, conventional warfare has lived up to its “high-intensity” reputation in the Six Day War (1967), the 38 days of air strikes followed by the 100-hour liberation of Kuwait (1991), the 78-day war over Kosovo (1999), the two-month capitulation of Afghanistan (2001), the three-week conquest of Iraq (2003), and the five-day war in Georgia (2008). Major combat seems to start dramatically and stop just as quickly.

These wars of major combat also share a neat and ultimately misleading narrative structure: a surprising start, dramatic combat, and violent conclusion. The narrative of World War II is the ur-narrative. Dozens of movies and documentaries during the past 60 years have helped shape the public’s basic understanding of the normative concept of warfare: bad nations commit aggression, good nations reluctantly fight back, and through force of arms, the enemy submits to unconditional surrender. The inevitable intimacy that occurs when nations fight—and the years-long post-war occupations that have occurred in Japan, Korea, Germany, Austria, Iraq, and the Balkans—fall inconveniently away from this tidy storyline. When war fails to fit the ur-narrative, we lack the tools to understand and articulate it.

We must develop these tools because insurgencies and other wars among the people are the normative reality of warfare. Messy insurgencies, occupations, and efforts at nationbuilding dominate military operations, but they don’t dominate our public’s shared understanding of modern warfare.
Even the short wars cited above led to sticky wars among the people. Israel is still living with the messy consequences of its occupation of territory after the 1967 Arab-Israeli War. The two wars over Iraq have not ended. Assuming U.S. withdrawal from Iraq at the end of 2011, the combined conflicts and monitoring and enforcement operations will have lasted 20 years. NATO remains in Kosovo more than a decade after the war with the former Yugoslavia. After taking over from NATO in 2004, European Union forces remain in Bosnia 16 years after the Dayton Peace Accords.

We must uncouple the current fights from words and expressions associated with conventional warfare and with past, mostly unsuccessful, insurgencies. Conventional warfare has left us with a standard vocabulary readily understood by the public: fight, win, victory, prevail, front, battle, line, surrender, exhaust, campaign, destroy, kill, attack, prisoner, assault, casualty, flank, shell, comrade, death, loss, ally, enemy, push, retreat, crush, and smash. These are vivid, intense words that also accurately represent, rather than euphemistically distort, high-intensity warfare. Words not directly associated with violence can be considered positive, even in the case of those like loss, surrender, and retreat—provided they occur to the enemy.

Unfortunately, commonly understood words relating to Western militaries and insurgencies are almost entirely negative: quagmire, exit strategy, defeat, failure, guerrilla, terrorist, police action, coup, resistance, insurgency, search and destroy, hearts and minds, pacification, intervention, attrition, withdrawal, pullout, timeline, transition.

This situation has left us with a dearth of vocabulary to describe the fight we are in or to rally public support for a long war. We find it difficult to place tactical setbacks and defeats in a strategic and political context, or even to define and articulate success.

Compare our current predicament with Winston Churchill’s expansive vow to the House of Commons with its inclusive, stirring rhetoric: “We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender.” The rallying calls evoked recently do not resonate with the public like Churchill’s did. Compare General David Petraeus’s remarks in a recent interview: “There’s no hill to take and flag to plant and proclamation of victory. Rather it’s just hard work.”

The uniquely political aspect of counterinsurgency poses a particular challenge to articulating progress, explaining setbacks, and maintaining
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support for long-term operations. Common political expressions either relate too similarly to conventional warfare—campaign, fight, win, coalition, victory, triumph, enemy, defeat—or they appear entirely alien and even inappropriate to the context of warfare—cooperate, co-opt, reach out to, join, reconcile, stand with, work together, ally, friend. Clichés compound this problem. Political figures often use clichés to make their actions sound more vigorous than they are—rolling up our sleeves, standing shoulder to shoulder, getting down to work, finding common ground, working hard—but do little to articulate reality.

In counterinsurgency as in democracy, politics is essential. Indeed, counterinsurgency reminds us of the wisdom of Clausewitz’s famous observation that “war is politics by other means.” Politics is an intense, energetic, intimate human activity, but unfortunately, it appears entirely ephemeral to an outsider. Finding, articulating, and assimilating a real and robust vocabulary to describe political actions, achievements, and obstacles is like the “slow boring of hard boards,” in the words of sociologist Max Weber. But doing so is vital to explain the difficult work and unsteady progress of counterinsurgency.

The Bush and Obama administrations corrected themselves in the way they communicated by eliminating vocabulary associated with conventional warfare. The next step we should take is to change the direction and tone in discussing the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with the public. General Petraeus, in particular, applied a specific lesson from the war in Vietnam to speak honestly about the challenges of insurgency, and not to inflate expectations for success, but to reduce them in order to maintain understanding, if not necessarily support, among the American public for the current war.

As James H. Willbanks, director of the military history department at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, noted in an opinion article written during the anniversary of the Tet Offensive:

To dampen antiwar sentiment, [President Lyndon] Johnson and [General William] Westmoreland encouraged what turned out to be false expectations about our prospects in Vietnam, and this colored Americans’ perception of the Tet offensive, stretching the president’s credibility gap to the breaking point. A tactical victory became a strategic defeat and led to the virtual abdication of President Johnson. General Tran Do of North Vietnam acknowledged that the offensive failed to achieve its objectives, but noted that the public reaction in the United States was “a fortunate result.”

Gen. David Petraeus... is a student of the Vietnam War whose doctoral dissertation at Princeton was titled “The American Military and the Lessons of Vietnam.” Clearly, he internalized those lessons, because, in discussing the surge and the progress of the war in Iraq, he has studiously avoided building undue expectations and has repeatedly said that there will be tough times ahead.

Indeed, Petraeus’ guidance for Afghanistan was explicit on this point: “Manage expectations. Avoid premature declarations of success. Note what has been accomplished and what still needs to be done. Strive to under-promise and over-deliver.”

It is one thing to purge public discussion of particular language, and even to alter the basic approach, but what national security communications professionals need, on a daily basis, is a fundamental tool—a vocabulary—to articulate the current struggle in a way that makes immediate sense and has an instant impact with the Western public that must support the fighting for it to be successful.

To my mind, current messaging relating to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan does not make an immediate impact with the public and may contribute to declining support. Here are some examples.

GEN David Petraeus testifies on Capitol Hill before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on Afghanistan, Washington, DC, 9 December 2009.
First, an excerpt from a 2007 *Economist* article quoting General Sir David Dannatt, former British Army Chief of Staff:

“[T]he generals plead for more time. They point to Iraq’s Anbar province, where Sunni tribes are turning against al-Qaeda. In Afghanistan, says Britain’s General Dannatt, “strategic patience” is essential. American officers quote internal studies showing that it takes nine years on average (and often much longer) to defeat insurgencies. Yet perseverance is no guarantee of victory; many campaigns have taken as long, if not longer, to lose.”

Next, excerpts from a speech delivered by President Barack Obama on 1 December 2009, as he announced his decision to change strategy in Afghanistan:

“Now, let me be clear: None of this will be easy. The struggle against violent extremism will not be finished quickly. We must reverse the Taliban’s momentum and deny it the ability to overthrow the government. Our overarching goal remains the same: to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al Qaeda in Afghanistan and Pakistan.”

Finally, comments by Afghan President Hamid Karzai at the NATO Summit in Lisbon, Portugal, in November 2010:

“We are confident that the transition will succeed, to the Afghan authority, leadership and ownership because I found today a strong commitment by the international community. This strong commitment by the international community will be matched by determination and hard work by the people of Afghanistan. The two combined will give us the results of an effective, irreversible and sustainable transition.”

Expressions the British general used such as strategic patience have little utility because they are terms of art. In popular application, the term patience is a passive concept; patience is not active; it does not achieve anything. To apply a sports metaphor, patience does not win a marathon. Stamina and endurance do.
The President’s reversing momentum and denying ability are the grammatical equivalent of achieving negatives: at best, they reach a zero sum. As to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat, does this occur concurrently or progressively? Finally, sustainable transition means nothing to the lay audience; it is unquantifiable policy jargon. It has no substance.16

In ideal circumstances, we might select a vocabulary and test it with focus groups in a controlled environment and across target audiences (in different countries).17 This is both extremely expensive and time-consuming. Alternatively, we can start to apply and test new words and rhetorical concepts, beginning a discussion among professionals about how best to gain and maintain support with the public.

The lists in Tables 1 and 2 are by no means exhaustive. They intend to begin a discussion, to encourage experimentation. It is hard to come by the perfect expression that is both easy to remember and accurately summarizes a policy, strategy, or event. Not every day do we get something as clear and accurate as “clear, hold, and build.”

In the meantime, it is important for communications professionals to—

● Speak and write plainly and literally, without euphemism.
● Use simple, linear examples, citing cause and effect.
● Connect tactical successes to larger, strategic progress without inflating expectations.
● Avoid jargon, acronyms, theory, and speculation.18

My former colleague, Jamie Shea, the NATO spokesperson during Operation Allied Force, once noted, “A media campaign will not win you a war. But a bad media campaign can and will lose you a war.”

A new approach to communicating counterinsurgency to Western publics has the added benefit of being more open, transparent, and honest with the committed citizens of our democracies who bear the burden, carry the cost, and ultimately decide the direction of the long war. MR